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MILITARY THOUGHT (SECRET): "The Question
of Military Training of Students in Civilian
Higher Educational InatitutionSoUthe Conntry",
by Lieutenant-Colonel Dagayev

December . 1961

Documentary

A reliable source (B).

Following is a verbatim translation of an article
entitled "The Question of Military Training of Students in
Civilian Higher Educational Institutions of the Country",
by Lieutenant-Colonel Dagayev. This article appeared in
Issue 6 (61) of 1961 of a special version of the Soviet
journal Military Thought which is classified SECRET by the
Soviets and is published irregularly.

Issue 6 (61) was sent to press on 7 December 1961.

]Comment: Military Thought is published by
the USSR Ministry of Defense in three versions, classified
RESTRICTED, SECRET, and TOP SECRET. The RESTRICTED version
has been iesued monthly since 1937, while the other two ver-
sions are issued irregularly. The TOP SECRET version was
initiated in early 1960. By the end of 1961, 61 issues of
the SECRET version had been published, 6 of them during 1961.
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COMMENT ON A PREVIOUS ARTICLE 

The Questi:a of Military Training of Students_

An Civilian 11 - her Educational Institutions of the Country. 1,

by

Lieutenant-Colonel V. Dagayev

-- ,teA7PSU Pr*gram it is laid down that While imperialism

	

.-Contihuec	 exist there will be danger of aggressive Wars.
Ccinsequent/*,. the Communist. Parti considers it essential to
maintain.the defensive might of the country at a level that will
ensure,denisiv.* and utter defeat of any enemy who dares to
encroach :on our Soviet Mothcriaad.-••	 •.••

. 'An impel-tent factor in strengthening the defensive
capabilities.o.t .the State is the systematic training and

•bi.ilding up of reeerves (retez'v: . of officer personnel.

The military departments . (voyennaya kafedra) of Civilian
higher• educatial institntions serve as one of the main
•soviees fcr 'raining reserve officers (ofitser zapasa), so it
is not by chance that due attention is paid to this question.
Thus, for instance, in an article entitled "Some Problems
Concerning the Training of Reserve Officers in Civilian
Higher Educational Institutions", Lieutenant-General A. Dyakonov
gives ar account of the experience of military departments in
the Moscow Military District in-training officer personnel of
the reserve.

1. Comment on an article by A. Dyakonov entitled "Some Pro-
blems Concerning the Training of Reserve Officers in Civilian
Higher Educational Institutions". Collection of Articles of 
the Journal "Military Thought" Nc. 2 (57), 1961.. i
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them with	

1.

with practical trainirg with troops. We-cannot-hut
agree With this conclut:ion It should be noted that in the
Party and the GOVerrr&nt tke decision has already been taken
to abolish military training in civilian higher educational
institutions, chiefly in combined-arms training and certain
other command curricula. The curricula of the military de-
partments of engineer-technical and certain other higher •
educational institutions have also been radically reorganized,
in conformity With the; requirements of. the Soviet Army and
Navy, and . in:acCerdanCeivith the present state of military
science alici:teChlio1060iS;Vell as with the likely development . .
of variouS l atiSIOUtrOOPSind services.

The training of reserve officers for command functions Will
now be carried out mainly in the troops. This training will be
given to }CO's and enlisted men who have secondary and higher
education. As regards higher educational institutions into
which new programs oUmilitary training have been introduced, .
they will .turn outmilitaryspecialists in new types of techno-

) logy; iiissiles radieteChnical and radar equipment, auto-
,'

	

	 electronics, computer technology,, as well as specialists
in designing (konstruktirovaniye), operating and repairing all
types of special military equipment, and specialists in micro-
biology, medicine, etc.

At the present time. officers staffing the military depart-
ments dealing with these subjects are engaged in.the work of
mastering new technology, in developing a methodical system of
documentation and in teaching students to utilize modern
special military equipment intelligently.

It should be borne in mind that within a short time when
the country has an adequate quota of draftees, it will in-
evitably be necessary to expand the network of military depart-
ments for training reserve officers in full conformity with
the country's requirements and with the level of development
of military science and technology. And it would be desirable
to start even now to begin work on a careful study of the
curricula of civiliaa higher educational institutions with the
aim of determining for each of them the most suitable subjects

•for military training.

-4-
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In.his article Comrad? Dyakonov rightly raises the
question of the necessity	 trainin civilian,higher.educatiotal
institutions qualified offic'ers ir certain engineering and
technical and other important specialties.

At the present time, for example, thCctdres of military •
interpreters are filled largely by graduates of the Moscow
Pedagogical Inetitute . cf Foreign Languages, while the contingent
of military specAalists in several new types of modern military
equipment is filled by graduates of appropriate civilian higher.
educational institutions.

- There is ev.f,ry r4ae-:■ 7:. 	suppose.iliat military specialists
in many engineering ir....1 . tet.:haical, medical and certain. other •
non-command cnrriula coqid be trained in appropriate civilian
higher educational: inst.itutiors, and .Subsequently undergo
.approximatelY a year's trainirg in special academic courses.

These courses could be composed.ofstudents graduating_ .
from appropriate higher educational institutions and faculties.
It is advisable r hl.d these training courses for students
during the periA when they are engaged :j their longest term
of trainee service (stazbirovka) in industry. The program of
such courses rrist be aimed st giving . thorough training to the
•students in special militry subjects and . directed.toward •
providing them with piactiCal experience in . the handling of
appropriate military equipment. This would permit the selection
of the most valuable personnel for the army, a considerable
reduction in the ccmtingent cf students at military academies,
and the productin of ,fficers who, trained in both military
and civilian spee!ialties, would be able to switch easily from
civilian to military El rvice and Vice versa. The training of
reserve officers as commanders at civilian higher educational
institutions without substantially increasing their trainee
service in the trAvps is inadvisable. The writer of the re-
ferenced arti-,le is o(rrect, in that f■ fully competent platoon
commander cam be traire.d • oLly in the troops. Therefore, in our
view, it is better in general tc train reserve officers in
the troops. For this purpcse, approximately a year before the

/
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completion of active ellitary service, candidates with the
necessary qualities cf leadership could be selected from
among enlisted men with bigter and secondary education for
training as comrany grade personnel (siedhiy komandnyy sostav)
of the reserve.

During this peiloi, these candidates could gain ex- •
perience for six months as trainees,:holdin&the appointments
of noncommissioned officers (mladshiy koMandnyy sostav); they.
could then be given three montW,leaderehip*treining (komandir-
Skayapodgotovka) it units, andjw0000thetraihee service
trif:cOMPany grade perspnnel, iftWiihiChtheyWOUld sit for
examinations; al/ candidates paseingtheexeminations could
then be given millt&r:,-ranks and discharged to the reserve.

The experience of World War II Shelved what enormous
significance Party-political work in the Soviet Army had in
gaining victory Over the enemy.

.	 In modern warfare the role Of . :. 	 pereonnel
willbe even.greater„and a large number of well trained politi-
'cal.workers Will be needed. In cur: .opinion,-* decision should
also be made regarding the quesOonef:Irainine;in civilian
higher educational institutiOnsycePirty4;pelitical • personnel of the
Army and Nary Reserves. :n military departments, ' especially in
higher educational insthutiots studying the arts, there are -
all, the necedsary requisites for such traiding.. :Experience
gained from the training of certain categories of political
personnel at higher educational institutions has shown that
the:officer personnel of military departments cope successfully
with this task. •

The role of summer training camps and trainee service of
students in the troops Is indisputable. During this period the
students experience military service in full accordance with the
requirements laid down in regulations and directions of the
Soviet Army; they study modern military equipment, get practice
in carrying out combat operations under simulated battle Con-
ditions, become physically hardened, get used to routine
soldiering (stroyevoye otnosheniye) and gain command experience.
There, they also take the military oath.



Lately, the planning and organizing of stUdentsummer
training camps and of materi eltechnical outfitting have
noticeably. improveci	 greater,sense of responsibility 10
the training of students at summer camps has alsObeen.
shown by commanders of military units, by headquarters of
military districts, and by the various branches of the
troops and services. At the same time, there has reCently'
been a marked decrease in the opportunities for units to
absorb a large number of students in the summer. Ili:the
future, when the necessityarisiesfor . mass camOtraining of
students Undergoinig:Military training, the difficulties in
their allocation to troops will1)64reater.'.

With the alio of Maintaining .a high quality of simmer
camp training for students, in view of the limited oppor-
tunities which units have for conducting such training, It
would be desirable to-organize . special training Centers.
The experience of organizing such centers in 1962to1954,
in the Ural Military : District, gave positive results. . From
a study of this experience, it can be said thatiiis ad-
visabie to Set up such training centers by type of troops

, near large military units or at bases previously occupied by
units now disbanded The supplying of officerSatid4W6,
as'well as equipment,: for the traininecentersrfro.:.
appropriate units of the military : district concernecUatvwell
as from other military districts, without undue strain, is
fully possible. The equipping of training centers will not
require a large expenditure of material resources. In con-
nection with the current reorganization of 'higher educational
institutions, the possibility Of passing students through
training centers in three Or four groups arises.

' The setting up of training centers will facilitate
firmer control over the camp training of students by head-
quarters of military districts and of directorates of arms
of troops and services of the Soviet Army.

Experience has shown that during the camp period it is
quite possible to divert up to half of the training time to
evening classes, and to conduct these against a tactical back-
ground, creating a situation closely resembling combat. - 

t
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'Special attention shnulc be paid to cOndUcting unilateral and
bilateral ezeicis.,,s em;:oytng 7._ 041 .-TiPMent and utilizing
summer camps for Ce.piag the students' physical endurance,
. combat training ' tstryt,. vychka) and first-class
handling of their wupotA. Summer camps. facilitate the
inculcation of leaCqrship -;k:trandmineWylt) in students.

• In Certaia Lnits, after attendinvsummer camps, students
takeezaminatlons in shiz±z'a test.W.bede::oftheir knowledge
4r)f,e4Uipmentand their aSi1tty,tO*1practical work on the .
biSitiOVthOiubjects whtok.ther*****eieeStudyingSuch
examinations whic!: arc, c.fe semnftiCielmature.,. should. be
condUCted - in	 is adiesib'..hita'repregentative of
the unit's command	 ilc.ed in the. examining commissions,
and that the res .-Its cf t examination0 be Considered in the
students':.efficieCy ratings. . •

our opinionit wolld be useful, t0 take into consider-
ationtheezperience of advaneed training outside the armed
forces, and ', at the end :4 summer camp :to:ConduCt inspections
ofstudent subuaits anci,to confer noncommiisioned ranks'individual-
ly On the best trained etudentS.

Mention sbculd also	 rtade of one, 	 matter which is
of great significe.tor lr.ving the summer camp military
training of sti;.de.7. 4i:•	 considerations demand a .
decisive increas	 resv:asibi/ity of unit commanders for
the summer camp train±mg of s.dents. It would be sound; 'in
the. appraisal of	 colibat training of units - in cases when
student summer tralning cps had been conducted by them - if
reports orithe combat tr :lining. 61 student subunits were in-
cluded, as was doze in the prewaz-period, 1937 to 1939. Un-
fortunately, for some reason or other, we no longer use this
effective measure of cont.ral.

Parallel with summer camp traintng, trainee service of
students in the troops is -.■ 77. mo less importance. Undertaken
with a view to teaching command functions (komandnyy prof ii),
such service represents the concluding stage in the military
training of' combat officers of tte reserve.
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Hitherto, trainee service Of students has fallen far
short of requirements. In most of the higher educational
institutions, it has been relegated to the summer vacation
period, while, in practice, military units. had no possibility
of placing all the trainees in appropriate appointments..

Even in 1961, when the number of military departments
with command curricula was abruptly curtailed and consequently
conditions were created for the better conducting of trainee
service, a number of units found several trainees arriving for
each available appointment and the students had to command
subunits in turn. What was still worse was that in some cases
they had to do their trainee service in-Other than the.mill
tary specialty in which they were registered. It is necessary,
of course, to seek better . ways to solve this problem.

A serious shortcoming is that individual commanders of
units and subunits are sometimes afraid of. allowing students
to, carry out independent exercises of personnel in firing,

and physical andpolitical training. They also do
>.' not permit them to command subunits during exercises, thus
limiting their 'rights as platoon commanders.

Experience shows, lcseverithat in cases where confidence is shown
in student trainees and they are given full responsibility
for a. platoon (section), the-great majority of students lul-
fil their entrusted obligations successfully and conscientiously.
Thus, for example, a group of students of the geological faculty
of the Moscow State University (MGU) i/m M. V. Lomonosov carried
out their trainee service in a unit engaged in clearing an area
of mines. All the students, appointed to command platoons,
successfully handled their responsible task and were highly
commended by the commanding officer.

Students detailed for exercises with troops, in the
capacity of platoon commanders, also made a good showing.

Consequently, when students are given serious tasks and
proper responsibility is entrusted to them, they execute their

IlinErcRear
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obligations successfully and derive valuable experience in
commanding a platoon. Constant guidance of the trainees by
the military departments throughout the whole period of .
trainee service ensures that this training is carried out
successfully. Experience confirms the correctness of the
opinion that it is advisable to arrange trainee service fol-
lowing the summer camps.

At the military department of the Moscow State University,
students who are undergoing military training in the curriculum
"commander of a-comsat engineer platoon" are called up for sum-
mer camps and trainee service after they have easpleted the
fifth course and, after they have passed examinations in mili-
tary training, they receive diplomas indicating that they have
graduated from the educational institution. In connection with
the introduction of new educational plans in the University,
students of Junior courses will complete their military train-
ing in two years. In the past educational year, students who
completed the second course underwent their camp training and
trainee service in the troops in the summer, passed their final
examinations and were recommended for military ranks as officers.
Such a practice also existsin other higher educations/ institu-
tions.

Experience has shown that in such cases students, after
thorough practical training at camps,.go through their trainee
service more confidently and productively. .

. But we cannot agree with Lieutenant-General .Byakonov's
suggestion that students should do their trainee service in
the same trot); units to which they were attached for summer
camp training. The reason is that these units cannot cope
physically with providing trainee service for -all the students
who have attended the summer camps. In such cases, the students
do not get the necessary practice in commanding platoons and,
as experience in the current year has shown, in some units
trainee service turns into over-organized Aruinimg:ses-
siOns and not into practical experience in commanding platoons..
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It is obviously necessary tc carry out trainee .service in
many units in such a way that each student will have the . oppor-
tunity of practicing commanding a platoon and not a mere section,
for a full month.

• The organization ofLtrainee service, both in winter and
:summer, and, not only ir one, but iv several units,would pro-
vide more useful practical experience to students in commanding
platoons.

Comrade Dyakonov's suggestion regarding comprehensive
examinations on the . subjectsstudied, along with a test of std-
dents' practical application Of their knowledge and of their
ability to command merits attention..

It is known that DOW in many military departments which
.areclosely akin in curricula to the civilian specializations
of their parent higher educational institution, students are
no longer required to attend summer camps with troops.. In
such higher educational institutions it would be advisable,
in the process of conducting. combined-arms training, to run
summer camps attached to the educational institution, as is
dcne at the Moscow Chemical-Technological Institute and at
certain other higher educational institutions. During the 	 .
camp pericd students are accommodated in tents, live according
tc military routine, undergo practical firing drill, and tac-
tical training and other disciplines specified in the training,
plan. At the end of the camp period, they take the military -
oath: Such camps facilitate the formation of student subunits
and the better making of practical arrangements for tactical,
drill,firing, and physical training; they effectively disci-
pline the students and permit instructors more easily to get
to know their pupils.

Summer camps and trainee service with troops can also
be utilized for systematic refresher training of a considerable
number of the instructors at military departments.

In the camp and trainee service period, officer personnel
of military departments will have every opportunity to study
troop organization, to become familiar with methods of conduct-
ing combat and political training, and also to study new equip-
ment and gain some experience in operating it.
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This does not reqir., great expenditures;a11 that is
necessary is propr orgErAzation of the ratter.

!n his article, Lisutenant-General Dyakonov has'suffi-
ciently revealed the advantage of conducting military train-
ingcr. the principle of a "field-day" ("voennyy den"). Such
a way of organizing instructisn greatly improves the field
experienc of stue.7ts. improves drill, firing, and physical
traiting, and jr .:-ides the best way of furthering educational
work. At the same time, at many higher educational institu-.
tions with technical curricula in military training, and at
which it is nmessary to conrdinate the timing of training
in ere:lialist military subjects closoly Abith the study of
appropriate eAviliar subjects. a single "field-day" is'not
always a praP;tiable•proposition.

In the fture, fcr csrtain higher educational institu-
tions it might be possible to use the experience gained in
giving etudents pre-mi:itary training outside the armed forces
for 6 days at a ttme	 the sttdents studying only military
matt>l y s f:r 6 days in'ery mcmth. This method has been
widsy	 as the best. /n.stviction under the 6-day
metl_c:, bats	 regarded.as the fwtdamental and only form of
mili t ary	 fe7r	 at higher educational institu-
ticn. Wlm!% r Q. advoLtaglis	 this system of training?
It ensu,:es aa	 spreading of the load on instructors, as
under this system it is possible jr. the course of a month to
summon feJr	 dtly training the necessary number of student
groups; it fa:litstes a rn.:,re expeditt use of auditorium
space and of matcriel-techal rosources; and, chiefly, such
a system makes it possible to improve all military-educational
work with students.

There is reason tc expect that employment of the 6-day
method will give better restlts than instruction in the form
of a single fiele.-day. This method is particularly suitable
for those higher educational institutions in which the teach-
ing of students is combined with work in industry (they work
for a week, and study for a week). It would be desirable, as
an experiment, to try out such a way of organizing instruction
in individual departments.
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In our view, one of the shortcomings. of the system of,
training students outside the armed forces is some fragmonta-,
tion in directing this important'etate undertaking. It is
known that direction of the system "of training outside the.
armed forces is !Vented through three channels .: the Ministry
of Defensel the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special Educe-
tion,.and alsoAte:Directorate of Militar)-Training Institutions
(Vroravleniye voenno-uchebnyykh zavedeniy - ITVUZ) .. Moreover,
the department of extra-military training (otdel vnevoyskovoy
podgotovki) of the Directorate of Military-Training InstitutiOns
has not got the right to select ad place cadres and, in fact,
has no rights at all. It would be advisable toestablish a
single component (organ) in theMintstry of Defense to control
extra-military training. This compore?.nt would be responsible
for: the general direction of military training; the selec-
tion and placing of cadres; the planning (through military dis-
tricts) . of sUmMercamps and trainee service of student. in the
troops in conformity with basic regulatory dOcuments of inter-
ested Ministriee and services ( vedomstvo); the supervision of
the status of military training of students; and for . drawing
conclusinrs from and publicizing particularly successful exper-
iences it providing military traitinx and education for students.
It should also be responsible for gfAing planned guidance in
the Preparation of training manuals and teaching aids and their
timely distribution to military deptrtmente. It is advisable to
set up a scientific-methOdological council, within this component,
for the study and drawing of con7Ausions from particularly Success-
ful experiences, and for drawing up systematic instructions and
directing military-scientific work In higher educational institu-
tions.

In our view, such a system of directing the training of
reserve officer cadres at higher educational institutions would
greatly facilitate the work of military departments, would in-
crease the responsibility of commanders of military units and
of directorates for the training of reserve officers, would
improve the equipping of higher educational institutions with
military goods and special military equipment, and would lead
to an increased responsibility on the part of the students
toward military training.

F
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Tho special feature of the military training of students is
that for them it 'takes the place of actual service in the Soviet
Army; consequently, all military training studies are compulsory
for students and should be mainly practical pursuits.

At higher educational institutions in which the curricula
of military etudies correspond to the curricula of civilian
specializations, the procedure of providing military training
for students is similar in character to that of the scholastic
procedure of the higher educational institution. The nature
of military instruction provided for, students in the command
curricula of military training is, however, more like that of	 •
•secondary schools. For them, practical instruction (map reading,
calculations, working out problems, practice in handling arms,
work with equipment) takes first place. Field exercises assume
special importance.

Experience gained in the military department of the Moscow
• State University 1/a K. V. Lomonosov shows that in a higher
educational institution it is possible to conduct under field
conditions a considerable part of the instruction in tactics,
special-tactical, engineering, chemical and medical training.

During military instruction it is advisable to practice •
systematic questioning of the students about the course they
have studied with the aim of evaluating them. Such a system
inculcates in students the habit of studying training material.
An experienced instructor teaches students, in the course of
lessons, how to give commands, how to issue an order, and often
makes the student play the part of an-instructor.

As a result of such a procedure, students acquire some
experience in commanding and in giving well thought out in-
struction. It is well known that all military training lessons
are more effective the greater their activity, and that the
latter depends on the degree of training of the students and
on the teaching ability of the instructor.

When lessons are properly planned and appropriate demands
are made on studentb, the latter assimilate military matters
conscientiously. Besides studying the current textual material,
they perform a whole series of tasks: course plans, graphic
layout exercises, course and laboratory work and the solution
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of tactical problems on maps. Thus during the military lessons
a whole set of problems in the training of a platoon commander
is solved. Especially favorable conditions obtain in the summer
camp period fur the comprehensive treatment of topics in mili-
tary disciplines.

Training films play an exceptionally significant part in
the process of the military training of students. They help
to give a clearer understanding of the character of contemporary
warfare, and give an idea of modern equipment and its use. The
showing of training motion picture films during lessons should
be regarded as an integral part of the training process.

In military departments, the necessary conditions also
exist for the development of military-scientific 'pork, which
is, in essence, an integral part of the official duties of
officers of military departments.

During the last few years, military-scientific work at higher
educational institutions has been revived. At the present time,
the main line taken by military-scientific, rationalization and
inventive work is the creation of visual training aids for stu-
dents, and the fulfilment of tasks set by relevant military de-
partments (vedomstvo) and directorates. However, the subject
matter of the scientific work done by officers does not always
correspond with the outline of their official duties. This is
explained, to a certain extent, by the fact that the positive
experience gained in military departments with regard to the mili-
tary instruction and education of students is inadequately studied
and recorded, and shortcomings in their work are not brought to
the surface. Experience shows, however, that in technical,
medical and certain other higher educational institutions where
military specialists are trained in the corresponding civilian
curricula, there is every opportunity for fruitful scientific
work in the various specialties.. In our opinion, at military
departments with command curricula principal attention should
be paid to questions of a methodological nature: to theorizing
on positive instances of military instruction and service edu-
cation of students, to the development of these by theorizing
on the experience of World War II, and also by studying and
theorizing on the experiences of the territorial system of the
Red Army.
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Now, when new regulations and instructions have been adopted
by the Soviet Army, the need arises to create special manuals and
to produce training and visual aide. for students. The experience
Of the military department at the Moscow Stat.. University, the
Leningrad and Kishinev State Universities, the Moscow Electro-
Technical Institute, the Ural Polytechnical Institute, the Kiev.
Motor-Road Institute, • of the Kler.:kngineer-Constructionsl Insti-
tute, of the .-KOybyshev Aviation Institute and a number of other
higher educational institutions has demonstrated hew such can
effectively be done in this matter by the staffs of the military
departments.

' The preparation of manuals . and training aids is entrusted
in these institutes to qualified "collectives", formed of officers
from related departments. A whole series of manuals and training .
aids is prepared under coMpetitive conditions. It would be a
good thing to introduce into such a system an arrangement whereby
items should be submitted for publication only after having been
thoroughly considered at military departmentp,in.the scientific-
methodological council, and in the-extra-military training de-
partment of the Directorate of Military Training Institutions.(Un

Considering that officers of many military departments, •
especially those of higher educational institutions in outlying
district*, cannot always obtain. expert advice on questions re- r
leted to achievenents of contemporary science and technology,
it is desirable to plan . the preparation of guide lectures on
individual subjects at those military departments which have the
moot experienced personnel and are.in constant touch with the
military-scientific centers'. Such lectures can then be distri-
buted to appropriate higher educational institutions for the
guidance of instructors.

The problem of sharply improving inventive and rationaliza-
tion work at military departments and of attracting to them, not
only instructors and laboratory personnel, but also student
bodies, is being solved slowly. However, there already exists
also some positive experience in this sphere. Such work is well
organized in the Moscow Higher Industrial-Arts College, at the
Georgian Polytechnics' Institute, at the Moscow Engineer-
Conitructional Institute, at the Moscow Institute for Urban
Construction Engineers, at the Odessa Hidr6technical Institute
and at other higher educational institutions.
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Experience seined at these higher educational institutions
shows that drawing students into military-scientific, inventive
and rationalization work helps to raise the quality of the train-
ing of military specialists.

During the last few years, there has been a considerable
improvement in providing military departments of civilian higher
educational institutions with standard weapors, special equipment
and training literature.

Military departments have received cars, certain special
vehicles (mashina) and uniforms. All this has made it possible
to carry out many exercises directly in the field, and this has
radically improved the quality of the military training of stu-
dents. However, this is not enough. Military departments lack
many special vehicles (mashina), the study of which is specified
in the program, thereby compelling the departments to study this
equipment at summer camps, whereas it mould be more expedient to
study the physical components of the equipment during the winter,
and to practice operating it in the summer camps period.

We are also in full agreement with Comrade byakonov's
suggestion regarding the creaticn of training centers. In our
;view, where there is no such opportunity, it should be possible
to limit action to setting up, not complete training centers
but large materiel-technical bases, where equipment required
for related military departments could be concentrated and, 	 --
by pre-arranged plan, could be moved out to the areas where
exercises are being condueted. This would permit military de-
partments to organize the study of this equipment at the higher
educational institutions, and yet make it possible for instructors
and trainees to get practice in operating it at simmer camps.

In conclusion, attention should be drawn to onevery im-
portant circumstance in the matter of training students in num-
bers as reserve officers. Experience has shown that most stu-
dents are under-developed physically,,withstand poorly the
hardships of camp life, and do not have the endurance necessary
for commanders. The explanation of this lies in the fact that
at civilian higher educational institutions students undergo
physical training only in their iirst and second years. There
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is no conpulsory physical training for senior students. It is
desirable that the physical training of students undergotng
military instruction be carried out at all levels of study throug
sports which have some degree of military application and which
are under the control of the 'military departments.

Thus, nany years of experience in the training of reserve
officers in civilian higher educational institutions of the
country have demonstrated the effectiveness and advisability of
this system.•


